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H I G H L I G H T S

� To apply Lempel–Ziv complexity to define the distance between two sequences.
� Use Hausdorff distance (HD) to analyze multi-segmented viral genomes.
� Use a modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) to analyze multi-segmented viral genomes.
� Take the multi-segmented genome as an entirety to make the comparative analysis.
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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we develop a novel method to study the viral genome phylogeny. We apply Lempel–Ziv
complexity to define the distance between two nucleic acid sequences. Then, based on this distance we
use the Hausdorff distance (HD) and a modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) to make the phylogenetic
analysis for multi-segmented viral genomes. The results show the MHD can provide more accurate
phylogenetic relationship. Our method can have global comparison of all multi-segmented genomes
simultaneously, that is, we treat the multi-segmented viral genome as an entirety to make the
comparative analysis. Our method is not affected by the number or order of segments, and each
segment can make contribution for the phylogeny of whole genomes. We have analyzed several groups
of real multi-segmented genomes from different viral families. The results show that our method will
provide a new powerful tool for studying the classification of viral genomes and their phylogenetic
relationships.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of sequencing technologies, more
and more viral genome sequence information has been acquired.
Characterizing genetic sequences and determining viral origins
have always been important issues in virology (Holmes, 2009). It is
known that the commonly used multiple sequence alignment
methods fail for diverse systems of different families of RNA
viruses (Holmes, 2011). Many alignment-free computational and
statistical methods have been proposed for comparing viral
genetic sequences (Deng et al., 2011; Pham and Zuegg, 2004;
Vinga and Almeida, 2003; Yu et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011; Yu et al.,
2013). The structure variation of viral genomes is more compli-
cated than any of those seen in the entire bacterial, plant, or

animal kingdoms. The nucleic acid comprising the viral genome
may be single-stranded or double-stranded, in linear or circular
configuration, and in single-segmented or multi-segmented.
Multi-segmented viral genomes are those which are divided into
two or more physically separate molecules of nucleic acid, all of
which are then packaged into a single virus particle. For example,
influenza A virus genome includes 8 single-stranded RNA seg-
ments: PB1, PB2, PA, HA, NP, NA, M1/M2, and NS1/NS2, and Glypta
fumiferanae ichnovirus genome includes 105 double-stranded
DNA segments. The packaging of the multi-segmented influenza
virus genome into virions is a biologically intriguing event (Fujii
et al., 2009). Two hypotheses have been proposed for the mechan-
ism by which the influenza virus genome is packaged. The random
packaging hypothesis suggests that each viral RNA segment
possesses a common packaging signal that allows random incor-
poration of the RNA segments into the virions (Bancroft and
Parslow, 2002). The selective-packaging hypothesis is based on
the concept that each viral RNA segment possesses a unique
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packaging signal that is required for its incorporation into the
virions (McGeoch et al., 1976; Odagiri and Tashiro, 1997).
Therefore, in the case of unknown segment packaging signals,
how to compare the multi-segmented virus genomes remains a
challenging problem. Specifically, for example, given two eight-
segmented influenza A virus genomes, for each one with 8 seg-
ments, we do not know exactly which segment is HA, or which
segment is NA, or so on. In this case, how to compare the similarity
of the two eight-segmented genomes becomes an interesting
mathematical problem: how to measure the distance between
two sets of eight elements. This enlightens us to develop a novel
method to study the multi-segmented viral genome phylogeny.

In this paper, following Otu and Sayood work (Otu and Sayood,
2003), we use the Lempel–Ziv complexity to define the distance
between two segment sequences. We classify the 42 single-
segmented HIV-1 strain genomes to show the efficacy of this
complexity measure. The main contribution of this work is that,
based on the Lempel–Ziv complexity distance of two sequences,
we use the famous Hausdorff distance (HD) and a modified
Hausdorff distance (MHD) respectively to measure two multi-
segmented viral genomes. The results show that MHD can provide
more accurate phylogenetic relationship. Using this new method
we have analyzed several groups of real multi-segmented gen-
omes from different viral families, and find that our method is
quite powerful for studying viral genome phylogeny.

2. Methods

2.1. Lempel–Ziv complexity of DNA sequence

Let S be a sequence defined over an alphabet Ω, L(S) be the
length of S, S(i) denotes the ith element of S, and S(i, j) defines the
substring of S composed of the elements of S between positions
i and j (inclusive). For DNA case,Ω¼{A, C, G, T}, if S¼AACGTCGTCG,
then L(S) ¼10, S(4)¼G, and S(4, 7)¼GTCG.

The Lempel–Ziv complexity of a sequence S can be measured by
the minimal number of steps required for its synthesis in a certain
process

HðSÞ ¼ Sð1 : i1ÞUSði1þ1 : i2ÞU :::USðik�1þ1 : ikÞU :::
USðim�1þ1 : NÞU ð1Þ

At each step two operations are allowed: copying the longest
fragment from the part of S which has already been synthesized,
or generating a new symbol which ensures the uniqueness of each
componentSðik�1þ1 : ikÞ.

More specifically, at each step k, the sequence S is extended by
concatenating a fragment Sðik�1þ1 : ikÞ. The length of this frag-
ment is 1 if some symbol at position ik�1þ1 occurs for the very
first time. Otherwise, this fragment is obtained by copying from
the prefixSð1 : ik�1Þand adding an additional symbol. The Lempel–
Ziv complexity is the number of concatenating components in this
process. For example, given a DNA sequence S¼AACGTACCATTG,
the Lempel–Ziv schema of synthesis gives the following compo-
nents: H(S)¼A � oA4C � G � T � oAC4C � oA4T � oT4G
(hereo4 means that the copied part from the prefix), and the
corresponding complexity CLZ ðSÞ¼7. Another example is that,
given a DNA sequence R¼CTAGGGGACTTAT, the Lempel–Ziv
schema of synthesis gives the following components

H(R)¼C � T � A � G � oGGG4A � oCT4T � oA4T, and
CLZðRÞ¼7. Note that, during one concatenating component, the
part from the prefix can be continually copied many times, like
G here.

Ziv and Lempel (1977) called the complexity decomposition of
a sequence S following the above schema the exhaustive history of

S, and mathematically proved that every sequence S has a unique
exhaustive history.

2.2. Similarity measure by the Lempel–Ziv complexity

The Lempel–Ziv complexity provides a powerful tool for
measuring the similarity between two DNA sequences (Otu and
Sayood, 2003). Given two sequences S and R, consider the
sequence SR, and its Lempel–Ziv complexity. By definition, the
number of components needed to build R when appended to S
isCLZðSRÞ�CLZ ðSÞ. This number will be less than or equal to CLZðRÞ
because at any given step of the production process of R (in building
the sequence SR) we use a larger search space due to the existence of
S. Therefore, if R is more similar to S than T then we would expect
CLZ ðSRÞ�CLZðSÞ to be smaller than CLZ ðSTÞ�CLZ ðSÞ. Here we adopt a
similarity measure between two sequences P and Q as

dðP;Q Þ ¼ CLZ ðPQ Þ�CLZ ðPÞþCLZ ðQPÞ�CLZ ðQ Þ
1
2ðCLZðPQ ÞþCLZðQPÞÞ ð2Þ

because it is used and achieved a great success in the phylo-
genetic analysis of complete mammalian mitochondrial genomes
(Otu and Sayood, 2003).

2.3. Comparing multi-segmented genomes

As mentioned in Section 1, measuring the distance between
two multi-segmented genomes becomes a mathematical problem
that measures how far two sets of multiple elements are from each
other. Suppose that A¼ fa1; a2; :::; ang and B¼ fb1; b2; :::; bng are two
n-segmented genomes, where ai and bj are segment sequences in
genomes A and B, respectively. The distance between two segments
ai and bj can be defined as dðai; bjÞ by (2). The distance between a
segment a and a genome B can be defined as dða;BÞ ¼minbABdða; bÞ.
We give two distance measures between A and B below. The first one
is the well-known Hausdorff distance, and the second one is a
modified Hausdorff distance (Dubuisson and Jain, 1994).

Distance measure 1:
Define d1ðA;BÞ ¼maxaAAdða;BÞ, then the Hausdorff distance

HDðA;BÞ ¼ max fd1ðA;BÞ;d1ðB;AÞg ð3Þ
Distance measure 2:
Define d2ðA;BÞ ¼ 1

n∑aAAdða;BÞ, then the modified Hausdorff
distance

MHDðA;BÞ ¼ max fd2ðA;BÞ; d2ðB;AÞg ð4Þ
In the next section we show that these two distance measures can
imply the phylogenetic and classification relationship between
multi-segmented viral genomes.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Phylogenetic analysis of single-segmented viral genomes

To test that the distance obtained in this way truly incorporates
the classification and phylogenetic analysis of viral genomes, we
firstly apply it to the real data set of single-segmented genome
sequences. The 42 HIV-1 referenced sequences (Wu et al., 2007) are
examined here. This data set consists of 6 subtype A (4 A1 and 2 A2),
4 subtype B, 4 subtype C, 3 subtype D, 8 subtype F (4 F1 and 4 F2),
3 subtype G, 3 subtype H, 2 subtype J, 2 subtype K, 3 type N and
4 type O. The average length of these strains is 9005 bp, with the
maximum length 9829 bp and the minimum length 8349 bp. These
HIV-1 reference sequences were carefully selected by considering
several criteria (Leitner et al., 2005). One simian immunodeficiency
virus (SIV) strain AF447763 is also added to this data set as an
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outgroup. We use the similarity measure by the Lempel–Ziv com-
plexity, formula (2), to calculate the distance matrix of these 43
genomes. Thenwe reconstruct the phylogenetic tree of these primate

lentiviruses (Fig. 1) using a neighbor-joining algorithm (Saitou and
Nei, 1987) based on MEGA 5 software (Tamura et al., 2011). In this
tree, we can find that all subtypes are clearly clustered together as

F1+AF075703 (Subtype F)

F1+AF077336 (Subtype F)

F1+AF005494 (Subtype F)

F1+AJ249238 (Subtype F)

F2+AJ249236 (Subtype F)

F2+AJ249237 (Subtype F)

F2+AF377956 (Subtype F)

F2+AY371158 (Subtype F)

K+AJ249239 (Subtype K)

K+AJ249235 (Subtype K)

D+K03454 (Subtype D)

D+U88824 (Subtype D)

D+AY371157 (Subtype D)

B+AY423387 (Subtype B)

B+AY331295 (Subtype B)

B+K03455 (Subtype B)

B+AY173951 (Subtype B)

H+AF190128 (Subtype H)

H+AF005496 (Subtype H)

H+AF190127 (Subtype H)

J+AF082394 (Subtype J)

J+AF082395 (Subtype J)

G+AF084936 (Subtype G)

G+AF061642 (Subtype G)

G+AF061641 (Subtype G)

A2+AF286238 (Subtype A)

A2+AF286237 (Subtype A)

A1+AF484509 (Subtype A)

A1+AF004885 (Subtype A)

A1+U51190 (Subtype A)

A1+AF069670 (Subtype A)

C+U46016 (Subtype C)

C+U52953 (Subtype C)

C+AY772699 (Subtype C)

C+AF067155 (Subtype C)

N+AJ006022  (Type N)

N+AJ271370 (Type N)

N+AY532635 (Type N)

O+L20571 (Type O)

O+AY169812 (Type O)

O+AJ302647 (Type O)

O+L20587 (Type O)

CPZ+AF447763 (Outgroup)

0.1

Fig. 1. The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the 42 HIV-1 strains and one SIV strain (AF447763) based on the similarity measure by the Lempel–Ziv complexity.
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distinct branches, and the closeness relationships among the sub-
types are also well demonstrated. For example, the subtype A truly
contains two distinguishable sub-subtypes A1 and A2, and so does
the subtype F. The result shows that the similarity measure based on
Lempel–Ziv complexity can successfully construct the phylogeny of
single-segmented viral genomes. It is quite important for the
following study of multi-segmented viral genomes.

3.2. Phylogenetic analysis of multi-segmented viral genomes

There are 8 referenced eight-segmented viral genomes in the
current GenBank collection (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/
Viruses/). They are faba bean necrotic stunt virus, infectious
salmon anemia virus, influenza A virus H5N1, influenza A virus
H9N2, influenza A virus H2N2, influenza A virus H3N2, influenza B

Table 1
8 referenced eight-segmented viral genomes in the current GenBank collection.

No. Virus name Access number Family label

1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013094.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013095.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013096.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013097.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013098.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013099.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013100.1 Nanoviridae
1 Faba_bean_necrotic_stunt_virus_uid39929 NC_013101.1 Nanoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006497.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006498.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006499.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006500.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006501.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006502.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006503.1 Orthomyxoviridae
2 Infectious_salmon_anemia_virus_uid15020 NC_006505.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007357.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007358.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007359.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007360.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007361.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007362.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007363.1 Orthomyxoviridae
3 Influenza_A_virus__A_Goose_Guangdong_1_96_H5N1__uid15617 NC_007364.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004905.2 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004906.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004907.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004908.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004909.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004910.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004911.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Influenza_A_virus__A_Hong_Kong_1073_99_H9N2__uid14892 NC_004912.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007374.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007375.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007376.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007377.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007378.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007380.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007381.1 Orthomyxoviridae
5 Influenza_A_virus__A_Korea_426_1968_H2N2__uid15620 NC_007382.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007366.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007367.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007368.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007369.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007370.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007371.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007372.1 Orthomyxoviridae
6 Influenza_A_virus__A_New_York_392_2004_H3N2__uid15622 NC_007373.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002204.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002205.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002206.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002207.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002208.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002209.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002210.1 Orthomyxoviridae
7 Influenza_B_virus_uid14656 NC_002211.1 Orthomyxoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003812.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003813.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003814.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003815.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003816.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003817.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003818.1 Nanoviridae
8 Subterranean_clover_stunt_virus_uid14180 NC_003819.1 Nanoviridae
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Fig. 2. (A): The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of 8 eight-segmented referenced viral genomes based on HD. (B): The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of 8 eight-
segmented referenced viral genomes based on MHD. Here ■ represents family Orthomyxoviridae and ● represents family Nanoviridae.

Table 2
11 referenced four-segmented viral genomes in the current GenBank collection.

No. Virus name Access number Family label

1 Alternaria_alternata_dsRNA_mycovirus_uid30367 NC_010984.1 Unknown
1 Alternaria_alternata_dsRNA_mycovirus_uid30367 NC_010989.1 Unknown
1 Alternaria_alternata_dsRNA_mycovirus_uid30367 NC_010990.1 Unknown
1 Alternaria_alternata_dsRNA_mycovirus_uid30367 NC_010991.1 Unknown
2 Amasya_cherry_disease_associated_chrysovirus_uid21113 NC_009944.1 Chrysoviridae
2 Amasya_cherry_disease_associated_chrysovirus_uid21113 NC_009945.1 Chrysoviridae
2 Amasya_cherry_disease_associated_chrysovirus_uid21113 NC_009946.1 Chrysoviridae
2 Amasya_cherry_disease_associated_chrysovirus_uid21113 NC_009947.1 Chrysoviridae
3 Beet_soil_borne_mosaic_virus_uid14750 NC_003503.1 Unknown
3 Beet_soil_borne_mosaic_virus_uid14750 NC_003506.1 Unknown
3 Beet_soil_borne_mosaic_virus_uid14750 NC_003507.1 Unknown
3 Beet_soil_borne_mosaic_virus_uid14750 NC_003508.1 Unknown
4 Discula_destructiva_virus_1_uid14117 NC_002797.1 Partitiviridae
4 Discula_destructiva_virus_1_uid14117 NC_002800.1 Partitiviridae
4 Discula_destructiva_virus_1_uid14117 NC_002801.1 Partitiviridae
4 Discula_destructiva_virus_1_uid14117 NC_002802.1 Partitiviridae
5 European_mountain_ash_ringspot_associated_virus_uid39973 NC_013105.1 Unknown
5 European_mountain_ash_ringspot_associated_virus_uid39973 NC_013106.1 Unknown
5 European_mountain_ash_ringspot_associated_virus_uid39973 NC_013107.1 Unknown
5 European_mountain_ash_ringspot_associated_virus_uid39973 NC_013108.1 Unknown
6 Helminthosporium_victoriae_145S_virus_uid14945 NC_005978.1 Chrysoviridae
6 Helminthosporium_victoriae_145S_virus_uid14945 NC_005979.1 Chrysoviridae
6 Helminthosporium_victoriae_145S_virus_uid14945 NC_005980.1 Chrysoviridae
6 Helminthosporium_victoriae_145S_virus_uid14945 NC_005981.1 Chrysoviridae
7 Lettuce_ring_necrosis_virus_uid14959 NC_006051.1 Ophioviridae
7 Lettuce_ring_necrosis_virus_uid14959 NC_006052.1 Ophioviridae
7 Lettuce_ring_necrosis_virus_uid14959 NC_006053.1 Ophioviridae
7 Lettuce_ring_necrosis_virus_uid14959 NC_006054.1 Ophioviridae
8 Magnaporthe_oryzae_chrysovirus_1_uid51685 NC_014462.1 Chrysoviridae
8 Magnaporthe_oryzae_chrysovirus_1_uid51685 NC_014463.1 Chrysoviridae
8 Magnaporthe_oryzae_chrysovirus_1_uid51685 NC_014464.1 Chrysoviridae
8 Magnaporthe_oryzae_chrysovirus_1_uid51685 NC_014465.1 Chrysoviridae
9 Mirafiore_lettuce_virus_uid14886 NC_004779.1 Ophioviridae
9 Mirafiore_lettuce_virus_uid14886 NC_004780.1 Ophioviridae
9 Mirafiore_lettuce_virus_uid14886 NC_004781.1 Ophioviridae
9 Mirafiore_lettuce_virus_uid14886 NC_004782.1 Ophioviridae
10 Penicillium_chrysogenum_virus_uid16141 NC_007539.1 Chrysoviridae
10 Penicillium_chrysogenum_virus_uid16141 NC_007540.1 Chrysoviridae
10 Penicillium_chrysogenum_virus_uid16141 NC_007541.1 Chrysoviridae
10 Penicillium_chrysogenum_virus_uid16141 NC_007542.1 Chrysoviridae
11 Rice_stripe_virus_uid14795 NC_003753.1 Unknown
11 Rice_stripe_virus_uid14795 NC_003754.1 Unknown
11 Rice_stripe_virus_uid14795 NC_003755.1 Unknown
11 Rice_stripe_virus_uid14795 NC_003776.1 Unknown
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virus, and subterranean clover stunt virus. Each of them has eight
nucleic acid segments. Furthermore, faba bean necrotic stunt virus
and subterranean clover stunt virus belong to family Orthomyx-
oviridae, and the other six viruses belong to family Nanoviridae. For
details, please see Table 1. Here we use HD and MHD to measure
the distance between any two eight-segmented viral genomes,
respectively. That is, by using formulae (3) and (4), we can obtain
two distance matrices for the 8 viral genomes. Then we recon-
struct the phylogenetic trees (see Fig. 2(A) by HD and Fig. 2(B) by
MHD) of these viral genomes still using neighbor-joining algo-
rithm based on MEGA 5 software. We find that, for both trees, faba
bean necrotic stunt virus and subterranean clover stunt virus form
a cluster because they are from the same family Orthomyxoviridae,
and the other six viruses belong to another cluster (family
Nanoviridae). Furthermore, all the influenza viruses get together

in Fig. 2(B), but Fig. 2(A) fails to show this relationship. Thus MHD
can provide more accurate phylogenetic relationship for multi-
segmented viral genomes. This finding is consistent with
(Dubuisson and Jain, 1994) which uses MHD for object matching
of synthetic images containing various levels of noise.

There are 11 referenced four-segmented viral genomes in the
current GenBank collection. Each of them has four nucleic acid
segments. Among these 11 viruses, amasya cherry disease asso-
ciated chrysovirus, helminthosporium victoriae 145S virus, mag-
naporthe oryzae chrysovirus 1, and penicillium chrysogenum virus
belong to family Chrysoviridae, lettuce ring necrosis virus and
mirafiore lettuce virus belong to family Ophioviridae, and discula
destructive virus 1 belongs to family Partitiviridae. However,
alternaria alternate dsRNA mycovirus, beet soil borne mosaic virus,
European mountain ash ringspot associated virus, and rice stripe
virus have unknown family labels so far. For details, please see
Table 2. Here we use MHD to measure the distance between any
two four-segmented viral genomes. That is, by using formula (4),
we can obtain the distance matrix for the 11 viral genomes. Then
we reconstruct the phylogenetic tree (see Fig. 3(A)) of these viral
genomes using neighbor-joining algorithm based on MEGA 5 soft-
ware. We find that, in the tree, the four Chrysoviridae family
members get together, and the alternaria alternate dsRNA mycov-
irus is very close to this family. This finding is consistent with Aoki
et al.'s work (Aoki et al., 2009) in which the authors states that this
virus appears to be evolutionarily related to but not a member of
the family Chrysoviridae. Thus we predict alternaria alternate
dsRNA mycovirus belongs to a new family. The two Ophioviridae
family members (lettuce ring necrosis virus and mirafiore lettuce
virus) also get together as expected in the tree. We also find that
beet soil borne mosaic virus, European mountain ash ringspot
associated virus, and rice stripe virus are evolutionarily between
family Partitiviridae and family Ophioviridae.

There are 4 referenced six-segmented viral genomes in the
current GenBank collection. Each of them has six nucleic acid
segments. Among these 4 viruses, Abaca bunchy top virus and
Banana bunchy top virus belong to family Nanoviridae, Thogoto
virus belongs to family Orthomyxoviridae. Rice grassy stunt virus
has unknown family labels so far. For details, please see Table 3.
Here we use MHD to measure the distance between any two six-
segmented viral genomes. That is, by using formula (4), we can

Fig. 3. (A) The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of 11 four-segmented referenced viral genomes based on MHD. Here ● represents family Chrysoviridae, ▲ represents
family Ophioviridae, and ■ represents family Partitiviridae. (B) The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of 4 six-segmented referenced viral genomes based on MHD.
Here ○ represents family Nanoviridae, and △ represents family Orthomyxoviridae.

Table 3
4 referenced six-segmented viral genomes in the current GenBank collection.

No. Virus name Access number Family label

1 Abaca_bunchy_top_virus_uid28697 NC_010314.1 Nanoviridae
1 Abaca_bunchy_top_virus_uid28697 NC_010315.1 Nanoviridae
1 Abaca_bunchy_top_virus_uid28697 NC_010316.1 Nanoviridae
1 Abaca_bunchy_top_virus_uid28697 NC_010317.1 Nanoviridae
1 Abaca_bunchy_top_virus_uid28697 NC_010318.1 Nanoviridae
1 Abaca_bunchy_top_virus_uid28697 NC_010319.1 Nanoviridae
2 Banana_bunchy_top_virus_uid14621 NC_003473.1 Nanoviridae
2 Banana_bunchy_top_virus_uid14621 NC_003474.1 Nanoviridae
2 Banana_bunchy_top_virus_uid14621 NC_003475.1 Nanoviridae
2 Banana_bunchy_top_virus_uid14621 NC_003476.1 Nanoviridae
2 Banana_bunchy_top_virus_uid14621 NC_003477.1 Nanoviridae
2 Banana_bunchy_top_virus_uid14621 NC_003479.1 Nanoviridae
3 Rice_grassy_stunt_virus_uid14692 NC_002323.1 Unknown
3 Rice_grassy_stunt_virus_uid14692 NC_002324.1 Unknown
3 Rice_grassy_stunt_virus_uid14692 NC_002325.1 Unknown
3 Rice_grassy_stunt_virus_uid14692 NC_002326.1 Unknown
3 Rice_grassy_stunt_virus_uid14692 NC_002327.1 Unknown
3 Rice_grassy_stunt_virus_uid14692 NC_002328.1 Unknown
4 Thogoto_virus_uid15043 NC_006495.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Thogoto_virus_uid15043 NC_006496.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Thogoto_virus_uid15043 NC_006504.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Thogoto_virus_uid15043 NC_006506.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Thogoto_virus_uid15043 NC_006507.1 Orthomyxoviridae
4 Thogoto_virus_uid15043 NC_006508.1 Orthomyxoviridae
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obtain the distance matrix for the 4 viral genomes. Then we
reconstruct the phylogenetic tree (see Fig. 3(B)) of these viral
genomes using neighbor-joining algorithm based on MEGA

5 software. We find that, in the tree, the two Nanoviridae family
members get together. Rice grassy stunt virus is far away from the
two families, thus we predict it belongs to a new family.

F1+AF075703 (Subtype F)

F1+AF077336 (Subtype F)

F1+AF005494 (Subtype F)

F1+AJ249238 (Subtype F)

F2+AJ249236 (Subtype F)

F2+AJ249237 (Subtype F)

F2+AF377956 (Subtype F)

F2+AY371158 (Subtype F)

K+AJ249239 (Subtype K)

K+AJ249235 (Subtype K)

D+K03454 (Subtype D)

D+AY371157 (Subtype D)

D+U88824 (Subtype D)

B+AY423387 (Subtype B)

B+AY331295 (Subtype B)

B+K03455 (Subtype B)

B+AY173951 (Subtype B)

H+AF190127 (Subtype H)

H+AF190128 (Subtype H)

H+AF005496 (Subtype H)

C+AY772699 (Subtype C)

C+AF067155 (Subtype C)

C+U52953 (Subtype C)

C+U46016 (Subtype C)

J+AF082394 (Subtype J)

J+AF082395 (Subtype J)

G+AF061642 (Subtype G)

G+AF061641 (Subtype G)

G+AF084936 (Subtype G)

A2+AF286238 (Subtype A)

A2+AF286237 (Subtype A)

A1+AF004885 (Subtype A)

A1+U51190 (Subtype A)

A1+AF069670 (Subtype A)

A1+AF484509 (Subtype A)

N+AJ006022 (Type N)

N+AJ271370 (Type N)

N+AY532635 (Type N)

O+L20571 (Type O)

O+AJ302647 (Type O)

O+L20587 (Type O)

O+AY169812 (Type O)

CPZ+AF447763 (Outgroup)

0.05

Fig. 4. The neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of the 42 HIV-1 strains and one SIV strain (AF447763) based on the composition vector method for K¼6.
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There is only one referenced member for many types of
multiple-segmented viruses in the current GenBank collection.
Actually, there is only 1 referenced member for 5-segmented,
7-segmented, 9-segmented, 15-segmented, 20-segmented, 24-
segmented, 30-segmented, 56-segmented, and 105-segmented
viruses. There is no need to reconstruct the tree for one element.
For 10-segmented, 11-segmented, 12-segmented referenced
viruses, they all belong to the same family Reoviridae or Nanovir-
idae, so the trees can not reveal more information about virus
family relationship for them. Since there are a large number of
referenced members for 2-segmented and 3-segmented viruses,
we reconstruct the phylogenetic trees for several families of them
in Section 5. In addition, there are no other multi-segmented viral
genomes.

For multiple-segmented viruses, typically phylogenetic trees of
each segment are reconstructed for discovering viral phylogeny.
When dealing with those multi-segmented genomes, most exist-
ing methods carry out the phylogenetic analysis based on segment
by segment (Lam et al., 2013). For example, the researchers usually
make eight phylogenetic trees for eight segments of influenza A
viruses (Lindstrom et al., 1998). These trees are usually different.
Thus the phylogenetic result of whole genomes is controversial
because each segment sequence generally does not contain
enough information to construct an evolutionary history of organ-
isms. On the other hand, consensus tree methods may be used to
combine the phylogenetic trees based on different segments.
However, consensus tree methods were not developed for
instances where their segments do not match well. To the best
of our knowledge, our method is the first one to globally compare
viruses with multiple segments, that is, we treat the multi-
segmented viral genome as an entirety to make the comparative
analysis. Our method is not affected by the number or order of
segments, and each segment can make contribution for the
phylogeny of whole genomes. Furthermore, if we do not know
the segment packaging signals as mentioned in Section 1, our
method can still have global comparison of all multi-segmented
genomes simultaneously which no other existing method can
achieve.

The statistical tests of the resulting tree are usually used to
evaluate the tree's stability. Since our approach does not use any
sequence alignment, statistical re-sampling (bootstrap or jack-
knife) cannot be carried out in the way of random choice of
nucleotide sites with replacement. Recently Zuo et al. (2010)
performed time-consuming bootstrap and jackknife tests for the
resulting trees obtained by the composition vector method which
is also an alignment-free approach. The strategy is by randomly
taking 90%, 80%, …, 10% of proteins from the whole proteome of
one species 100 times as re-sampling, and then testing the average
topological distance between the 100 trees. This brings a new
direction about statistical tests of the resulting tree for alignment-
free methods on proteome data. Our approach uses the whole
genome nucleotide sequence information not the proteome infor-
mation, thus sampling of groups of proteins is not applicable.
Actually, our approach does not need any parameter setting. That
is, given two multi-segmented viral genomes, the distance
between them by our approach is a naturally fixed value. When
measuring how far two sets of multiple elements are from each
other, there are many choices of distances. In the current work, we
only focus on HD and MHD. Further studies in future will be
needed to investigate whether other distances can bring more
biologically meaningful results.

In this work, we use the Lempel–Ziv complexity to measure the
distance between two nucleotide sequences. Actually, there are
currently some other alignment-free tools to do it. As we men-
tioned above, the composition vector is also a powerful alignment-
free approach (Zuo et al., 2010). However, in this K-mer-based

method, K-value controls the resolution of the whole method, i.e.,
different K-values will bring different results. We use K¼4 and
K¼5 to make the composition vector trees based on genome
nucleotide sequences of those 42 HIV-1 strains and one SIV strain.
The neighbor-joining resulting trees cannot classify those subtypes
together. When we use K¼6, the composition vector tree (Fig. 4)
shows that all subtypes can be clearly clustered together as
distinct branches. Thus the composition vector method can also
incorporate the classification and phylogenetic analysis of viral
genomes well; however, the choice of K values depends on the
data under study. On the other hand, the Lempel–Ziv complexity
approach does not need any parameter setting during the process
of calculating the distance.

4. Conclusion

In this work, our new approach does not use multiple sequence
alignment or assume any evolutionary model and it does not need
this type of human intervention. The results are naturally and
automatically generated. Our method can have a global compar-
ison of all multi-segmented genomes simultaneously. The results
show that our method will provide a new powerful tool for
studying the classification of viral genomes and their phylogenetic
relationships. The codes used to prepare this paper are available
from the author upon request.
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